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The Riemann-Hilbert problem (RHP) plays a key role on the invers scattering transform 
( 1ST), by which many types of nonlinear evolution equations (NLEE's) can be solved. The 
1ST of Schrodinger cperator is reviewed in some content, that is, a vector formalism is given. 
Considerations of the reviews enabled us to derive the dressing method (originally developed 
by Zakharov and Shabat) which is also powerful to solve the NLEE's. Connections between 
both methods are made clear. We find that a Schrodinger problem results in the dressing 
method and the Gel'fand-Levitan type of integral equations (GLE) is also derived with the 
same spectral function as the one of the 1ST. This fact means to define the scattering data 
still for the dressing method. 
§1. Introduction 
The RHP1) plays a key role for developing of the IST2) and various studies had been 
reported by us. In this section we review the 1ST for the case of the Schrodinger type of 
eigenvalue problem (S-EV P). 
The S-EVP is given by 
�(Ox , q) I u > = {- a;+ q(x, t)} I u > = .;"21 u >' ( 1 . 1) 
where the italic letter means a differential operator, I u > is an eigen function of the column 
vector and a spectral parameter .;: is taken as real ( = Re. A), but will be later extended to a 
complex A. Throughout this issue the potential q(x) is assummed to be vanishing rapidely 
as x-> ± oo. The general solution I u > of ( 1 . 1 ) is given by two linearly independent so­
lutions I <p, > and I Pz >, 
( 1 . 2 a )  
where bra-ket notations are defined by I <p > = ( <p,, <p2 ) r, lc > = ( c,, c2) T and < c l  = ( -c2, c,), 
clearly satisfying < c lc > = 0 and < cl c' > = -< c'l c >. Since q(x) is rapidly vanishing, 
the solution I u (.;: , x) > is generally determined by specifying its far fields as the linear com­
bination of two principal vacuums (e±i'x) as 
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luU' ,x) >--> -dl1>e-'<x +dl2>e'<x 
=<c±(�)IJ(�x) ( i) as x-->±oo, ( 1 . 2 b) 
where c�.2 are scattering amplitudes, the vacuum is defined by ]( �x ) ( i )U( �x) =exp(-i113 
� x)} and superscripts <±J are ordered as x __, ± oo. The scattering matrix S U') is connected 
with the scattering amplitudes < c±( nl as 
( 1 . 3 )
Correspnding to the vaccume ]( �x) ( i ), Jost functions { =l <p±( � ,x) >} are defined by 
,1_1( ax, q )l <p±( �,X)>= e1 <p±( �,X)>, 
I <p ± U' , x) > __,] ( � x ) ( i) as x --> ± oo, 
( 1 .4 a )  
( 1 .4 b) 
where S!(ax, q)=-a�+q(x), while the scattering matrix S(�; t) is introduced by 
( 1 . 5 )
Since det A=<a1la2> for a matrix A=[a1,aJ, the Wronskian of l<i'±(�,x)> satisfying 
(1.4) is given by 
( 1 . 6 )
Because of (1. 5) and its x-derivative, we easily find det S ( �) = 1. 
§2. Inverse Spectral Transform 
We derive the 1ST by means of the RHP and the GLE by which the solutions of NLEE's 
can be solved. For developing the 1ST it is always necessary to make clear analyticities of 
J ost functions and diagonal entries of the scattering matrix. This can be accomplished by 
rewriting (1.4) to its equivalent integral equations, 
+ ( 1 ) Jx sin � ( x-y) + l<i'-U',x)>=](�x) 1 + ±oo � 
q( y)l <p -(� , y)> dy ( 2 . 1a) 
The type of function l<i'> is often exchanged by 1¢'>{=](-�x)l <p>}, then instead of (2.1a) 
we get 
( 1 ) fx e
2i<(x-y)_1 1\f!�U',x)>= 1 + ±oo Zi� 
q(y)l\b�(� , y)>d y, etc .. 
By virture of Neumann series expansions, we obtain the theorem. 
( 2 . 1 b ) 
[Theorem. 1] "functions {I¢'�( A, x) >, I¢'!( A, x) >, s11 (A)} are analytic on the upper A-plane, 
while the lower plane allows {1 \b�(A,x)>, I¢'2(A,x)>, s22(A)}." 
[Theorem. 2] On each domain of analiticities, both sets of functions, {1¢'�>, 1¢'!>, s11} and 
{I¢'�, I ¢'2 >, s2J behave as 
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( 2 . 2 )  
around at It\ I= oo. 
To make clear the analytic region, we define such new types of vectors as I sV > =I¢'�, ¢'! > 
and I ¢'N >=I ¢'i, ¢'2 >, where superscripts "P, N" represent that Im. ,.\ is positive and negative, 
respectively. 
in 
While, in far regions of x, these approach to the triangular states listed 
I¢'P(..\,x)>--->Dt(..\)](-..\x)St(..\)](Ax)( i ) as x---> oo, 
--->D[(..\)](-..\x)Sf(..\)](..\x)( i ) as x--->-oo, 
lr(..\,x)>--->Dt'(..\)](-..\x)St'(..\)](..\x)( i )  as x---> oo, 
--->D�(,.\)j(-h)S�(,.\)](h)( i ) as x--->-oo, 
Matrices Df::� are diagonal, 
Df,(..\)=[ 5�1
' � ]={Df(..\)}t, Dt'(..\)=[� ' 
0 ]={D�(,.\)}t, , , Szz 
while S f:,S' are strongly triangular (its diagonal entries are unity), 
and 
St(..\)=[� : P; J, Sf (..\)=[-> : � ] , 
S t' ( ..\) = [ 
P
� : � ], S � ( ..\ ) = [ � : -;�], 
P S12 N_S21 p_S21 N_slz P+ =�-, P+ --, P- --, P- - -. Sn S22 S11 Szz 
Functions ¢'P,N are further modified by diagonal matrices, 
I¢'� (A' X)>= [Dt(A )]-II ¢'p (A' X)>' I¢'� (A' X)>= [Df ( ,.\) ]-11¢'p (A' X)>' 
I¢'� (A' X)>= [Dt' (,.\)]-II ¢'N (A' X)>' I¢'� (A' X)>= [D�( ,.\) ]-11 ¢'N (A' X)>. 
From ( 2. 2) its asymptotic behaviours are given by 
I¢'�·N(A ,X)>=( i )+ 0 (1/A) 
on each domains of analyticities. If piecewice analytic functions 
Om . ..\>0), 
(Im . ..\<0), 
are introduced, we can define the following RHP's, 
where 
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and both reflectional coefficients pf {or p�} and p� {or p�} must be located in ( 1. 2) and 
(2. 1), respectively. Following to Plemelii's formula, we can get 
I !F(A,x)> =( i )+ 2�i /_
00
00 /!A · Q
±(�; x ,x)lsb±(� ,x)>. ( 2 . 1 0) 
It is possible to introduce the vectors independent on �, 
IK�(x ,y) > = 2
1
11" J_:J[�(x- y )]{I�±(�+ iO,x) > -( i )} d� , 
IK�(x ,y) > = 2
1
11" j_:J[Hx- y )]{I�±(� -i O,x) > -( i )}d�, 
( 2 .11a ) 
( 2 . 11b ) 
which are called "kernels" and independent on A. As shown in Appendix-A, substitution of 
( 2 . 1 0) into ( 2. 11) and deformations of paths results in 
I P
( 
) 
[ 8(x-y), O ] 1 
J
oo +
( )I
+
( ) K± x,y >= ( ) 
-
2 Q- Ly,x sb- �.x >M, 0 , 8 y- X 1r -oo 
I N ( ) - [ 8 
( y - X ) ' 0 ] 1 !00 ± ( 0 ) I ± ( ) K± x,y > - - ( ) -2- Q Ly,x sb �.x >M. 0 , 8 X- y 1r -oo 
These kernels are on suppoprts of half line, 
<1IK�(x ,y) and <2IK�(x ,y) 
<1IK�(x ,y) and <2IK�(x ,y) 
8(x- y), 
8(y-x). 
( 2 .12 a ) 
( 2 . 12 b )  
( 2 . 12) 
For convenience of later use, we define new type of kernel vectors as IK±(x, y) > :::::o 
8[±(y-x)], where 
IK+> =[ <1IK�, <21KfF , IK-> =[ <1IK�. <2IK�F. ( 2 . 13) 
In a sence of ( 2 . 11) we see correspondence between kernel and J ost functions. Actually the 
corresponding Jost functions with (2. 13) are given by 
For these IK±(x,y)>, we can arrange (2. 11) to 
IK±(x ,y) > = 2
1
11" J_:J[�(x-y )]{
lsb±( � ,x) > -( i)}M. 
with its inverted formula, 
lsb±(A ,x) > =( i ) -( ±) J
±
:][A(y-x )]IK±(x ,y) >dy. 
While eqs. ( 2. 12) are reduced to 
IK ± ( X ' y) > = - ( ± ) L /_
00
00 0" 3 Q 
± ( � ; y' X) I sb± u' X) > M 0 
From ( 2. 15) and ( 2 .16) we can easily eliminate J ost functions, 
IK±(x ,y)> = -( ±) 2
1
11" J_: a3Q±(�; y ,x)d� · ( i)
 
This is just the GLE, 
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IK±(x , y)> ±F±(x , y)( i )= i
x
<»F±(z , y)IK±(x , z)>dz, 
where F±(x, y) are off-diagonal spectral functions, 
F±(x, y)= 2
1
1r J_: a3.Q±(r; y, x)M , 
The fact that (2.15b) must satisfy the S-EVP enables the kernels to satisfy 
o2 K ± (X ' y ) o2 K ± ( X ' y ) q(x)K±(x, y), 
q(x)=2 d� K±(x, x). 
( 2 _17) 
( 2 _18) 
( 2 .19 a )  
( 2 .19 b )  
as shown in Appendix B. These define Cauchy problem, and the uniquness of solution is 
already known. Specially (2.19b) recovers the potential once the GLE is solved as to kernels. 
§3. Integral Operators for The 1ST 
We consider to develop the dressing method for the Shrodinger operator. The scalar 
case was already treated by Zakharov and Schabat, 3> but in our case their formula must be 
modified to the vector formula. We remark that the modification is not triviaL It is a key 
to give a mapping from the vacuum to nontrivial states_ Considering (2.15b), we define 
[ tP0F ](X)= tP0( f;, y) F ( y; X)=/_: tP0( f;, Y )  F( Y;  X )dy, ( 3 . 1 a )  
[ tPoiW ± > ](x) = tP0( f;, Y )( i ) -( ±) J
±
: tPo( f;, Y )  IK ±( Y ; X) >dy, ( 3. 1 b )  
wher tPo is a vacuum (matrix) and F is a Fredholm type of matrix operators while IK± > 
{IW± > =1( i )+IK± >} are Volterra type one. We introduce the following relation, 
IW-( r; 'X) > = { 1 + F ( y 'X)} IW + ( r; 'X) >' ( 3 . 2 ) 
which can be reduced to the GLE as shown in the following. 
For convenience we exchange both kernels K ± ( x , y) 
K±(y;x)=K±(y;x)O[±(y-x)], ( 3 . 3) 
by which the Volterra integrals are represented . by 
[tPoiK±>](x)=j_
<»
<»tP0(f;, y)IK±(y;x)>8[±(y-x)]dy_ ( 3 _4) 
On the other hand (3.2) is reduced to IK->=F( i )+IK+>+FIK+>_ To this relation, 
we operate the matrix function tP0 from the left side, then for z > x we obtain such a GLE as 
( 3 . 5 )  
This is exactly same with (2.17), but we can not find any imformations for the spectrum 
function F(z;x)_ While the spectral function F+ in (2.18) include .Q+(r;;x, x) which con­
sists of reflectional coefficients (scatteringn data). It is natural to connects the spectral 
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function in (3.5) with the one of the 1ST. 
We remember the treatments of § 2 and arrange them by Volterra operators, which 
generates cp± U, x) from the vacuum state ]( � x ), 
cp±(x)=J[�(y-x)]{I( i ) +IK±(y ;x)>} 
= ( i )-( ± ) J
±
xJ[�(x-y)]K±(y; x)dy. 
Let's consider the following vectors, 
c/J()=[<1Ic/J�, <2lc/J�F= 511' cp-, 
[ 0 ]-1 
0 ,  Szz 
c/Jri=[<1lc/JiV, <2lc/J�F= 522 , cp+. 
[ 0 ]-1 
0 ,  s11 
( 3 . 6 )
( 3 . 7 )
We note that both vectors [ <1lc/JiV, <2lc/J�F and [ <1lc/J�, < 21 c/J� F are different from the 
one used in (2.14). Corresponding to c/J�, new kernels 
Kt=[<1IK!V, <2IK�], K()=[<1IK�, <2IK�], ( 3 . 8 )  
are introduced on supports 8( y-x) and 8(x-y ), respectively. Now reconstruction formu-
lae obtained from (2.11), 
lc/J�(A,x)>= ( i )+ 2 �i /_
00
00 /!A Q+(�;x,x)lcp+U,x)>, 
( 3 .  9 a )  
lc/J�(A,x)>= ( i )+ 2 �i /_
00
00 /!A .Q+(�;x,x)lcp+(�,x)>, 
are represented at A=� as 
lc/J�(�,x)>= ( i )+ �.Q+(�;x,x)lcp+(�,x)> 
1 P v joo M '  +( , )I +( , ) + 2n-i . .  -ooe-�.Q �;x,x cp � x >, 
I cp� u , X) > = ( i )- � .Q + ( � ; X , X) I cp+ ( � , X) > 
1 P v foo d� ' +( ' · )I +( , ) + 2n-i . .  - 00� ,-�.Q 
�,x,x cp � x >, 
where P.V. means the Cauchy principal value. It can be also summarized as 
lc/Jo(� ,x)> = ( i ) + � a3.Q+(� ;x ,x)lcp+U ,x)> 
+ -2
1. P.V .j
oo �� ,  e: a3.Q+( � '; x ,x )lcp+U ',x) >. n-z -oo � -, 
On the contrary to these we can see 
lcp+(A,x)> = ( i )- � a3.Q+(�; x ,x)lcp+(� ,x)> 
1 
v foo d �, + ( , ) I + ( , ) + -2 -.P .  -, -e:-a3.Q �;x,x cfJ � x >. n-z -oo � -, 
Eliminating the principal value integral from (3.11) and (3.12), we can obtain 
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( 3 . 13) 
Since l¢'0(; , x)> also satisfies the S-EVP, it has also a kernel and similarly to (3.6) we 
define it as 
l¢'0(; , x)> =][;(y- x)]{l( i )+IK0(y ;x)> } . 
Both formulae (3.6) and (3. 14) reduce (3. 13) to 
J(;y){l( i )+IK0(y;x)>} 
={E+a3.Q+(; ;O, O)}J(;y){l( i )+IK+(y ;x)>} , 
which can be represented by 
IW 0 ( y ; X)> = { 1 + F ( y ; z)} IW + ( z ; X)>. 
The relation ( 3. 10) really determin F as follows, 
a3.Q+(; ;O, O)](;y)=](;z)F(z; y). 
The kernel F of operator F satisfies 
The RHS is a Fourier integral and we can invert it as 
( 3 . 14) 
( 3 . 1 5) 
( 3 . 16) 
( 3 . 17) 
( 3 . 18) 
( 3 . 19) 
This relation is basically derived from two kinds of ]ost functions l¢'0(..\, x)>, llf'+(A , x)> 
and from operator relation (3. 16). It is easily seen that another type of relations can exist. 
§4. Dressing Method for The Schrodinger Eigenvalue Problem 
In § 3 we found an operator relation ( 3 . 16) consisting of both Fredholm and Volterra 
types of operators. In this section we remark that this is not only important but also is neces­
sary to obtain the integrable conditions. We take a scalar differential operator 53( a , q) which 
is redefined acting to the left term side as <p-> <p 53, while the rna trix still acts to the right. 
The Schrodinger equation is represented by 
l<p±U , x)>53( a , q)=el<p±(;, x)>, ( 4  . 1  a )  
](;x)53o( a)=eJ(;x), ( 4 .  1 a )  
where 530 is simply set as a trivial differential operator ( = - o2). Discussions of § 3 suggests 
us to redefine Volterra operators, 
( 4 . 2 )  
because IW± > =W± ( i ). However, these basically represent scalar relations, then we can 
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take W ± diagonal. Substituting ( 4. 2) into ( 4 .la), we obtain 
Eliminating JUy) from this, we get 
( 4 . 3 ) 
The nontrivial operator 52cml( a , q) can be generated because the scalar operator W ±( = 11 > 
W�<li+I2>W�<21) can be inverted. We denote this as 
( 4 . 4) 
then [K±, [K±]t]=O. These facts are generalized to the case of m-th differential operator 
2(�ml (is set as am for simplicity) and we reduces (4.3) to 
2lcml( a , q) = [W ±] t2l�mlW ±, 
which generates a nontrivial operator denoted as 
2l(m)( a' q) = am+ � q�m)(x) am-k. k=l 
( 4 . 5 ) 
( 4 . 6 ) 
The function q k( x) is called as the potential. All of these potentials can be determined 
recursively if both orders of 2lcml and 2l�ml are equal. On the other hand, from (4.5) we ob­
tain 
( 4 . 7 ) 
where 
( 4 . 8 ) 
We assume two trivial differential operators which satisfy 
from which the integrable condition is derived. From the left and right sides we operate 
[W±]t and W± to (4.9) then obtain 
0= [W±)t [2l�m), 2l�nl)W± 
=[[W±]t2(�mlW±, [W±)t2l�nW±]. 
That is an integrable condition, 
( 4 .1 0) 
To derive the NLEE's, we must extend 2l�ml to S!�m) consisting of derivatives as to other 
variables t k, 
where a k is constant. 
5.1cml=� a _a_ +wcml ( a q) ( 4 .ll a ) 
o k k atk o , 
, 
Similarly to (4.7) and (4.1 0) the NLEE's can be obtained from 
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( 4 .12) 
( 4 .11b) 
The t-dependent EVP IIP.T>B=Itp]'>e is again introduced by setting B=-£<2 > and tp±(�,xlt) 
=](�y)W(y; xlt) ( i ). Also from (1.5) the S-matrix is given by 
j (� y ) W -( y ; X )= 5 ( � , t ) j (� Y )W + (y ; X ). ( 4 . 13) 
by which the well-known relation St=4ie[a3,S] must be obtained. If the integrable con­
dition (3.11) acts on liP±>, we see from (4.12) that H(�)IIP±> and IIP±>£<3> are eigenfunc­
tions of B, 
We may take H ( �) as constant and diagonal, and impose 
IIP±>£<3> +Hitp±>--+](�x) ( i ) as x--+±oo. 
( 4 .14) 
That is, H(�)=E-ieaa and IIP±>£<3>=ieaai1P±>. Since IIP±>=J(�y)IW±(y;xlt)> and 
[J ,H]=O, we can find 
! Wf= aaw±-W±�<a>. 
On the other hand. The t -derivative of ( 4. 8) and ( 4 .15) give us 
F-; =W-;[w -]t(l +F-) -(1 + F -)Wi[W -]t, 
Wf[W±] t=4��3>-4W±�3[W±] t. 
Then also from ( 4. 7) we get 
by which the relations are obtained, 
aF± ( aaF± a2F± ) a2F± a2F± --+4 --+ -- =0 -----=0 at ay3 ax3 , ay2 ax2 0 
( 4 .15) 
( 4 .16) 
( 4 .17) 
If the coordinates are transformed to p=x +y and y=x-y, we find that F±(y;xlt)= 
F±(pit) are only nontrivial and obtain 
( 4 .18) 
where F( �IO) is determined by the initial condition. This gives a same structure as the 
spectral function in ( 2 .18). 
§5. Concluding Remarks 
The usual dressing method3> does not give a correnspondence with the spectral function 
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obtained in the 1ST, which was first studied in a case of the AKNS eigenvalue problem.4> 
The case of S-EVP starts from definitions of J ost functions, and we find it still possible to 
choose a different set of Jost functions from the case of 1ST. This selection results in the 
dressing method, where we obtain the principal factorization formula of Fredholm operator 
(4.8), the integrable condition (4.12) and other necessary relations (4.7), (4.15), (4.16). 
We are interested in the S-EVP, which is convenient to investigate the relation of the 
1ST with the Sato theory, 5> which is useful to introduce the r-function. It is our next plan 
how to solve the initial value problem of the Sato theory, in spite of that both 1ST and 
dressing method solve it. 
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Appendix-A Complex Integrals 
We consider integrals, 
+ 1 joo M I - (z)=-2-. �, �+ · o ·J(�z) . . 7C z -oo '> - '> - z 
Instead of this, we consider its scalar type and obtain 
1 Joo d� . e-Hz ___ 1_Joo d� . e-itz 2 1ri -oo �'-�+iO - 2 1ri -oo �-(�'+iO) 
by means of Jordan's theorem. This easily gives us 
1 joo M 
2 1ri -oo �'-�+iO 
[8(-z), OJ 
·](�z)=
-
0, 8(z) ]
(�'z). 
We similarly obtain 
1 !00 d � [ 8 ( z ) ' 0 ] 
2 1ri -oo �'-�-iO ·](�z)=+ 0, 8(-z) ]
(�'z). 
Appendix-B Kernel Representation of Jost Functions 
We consider the relation in eq. (2.16), 
<p±( �,X)=]( �X)( i )-( ±) f±
xJ( �y )K±(x ,Y )dy. 
Its derivative <p� x is given by 
-50 -
(A . 1 )  
(A . 2 )  
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S?� x(� , x)= -�2j(�x)( i ) -(±)f
±
x
J(�y) o2K;;� , y) dy 
- (±)JUx){ 
aK±(x, y) ly�x+ d
d K±(x, x)-i�a3K±(x, x)}, oX X 
while the term ( q( x) - �2 ) S?± is 
(q(x) - �2 )S?±=(q(x) -e)J(�x)( i )  
- (  ± )f
x 
]( �y){q(x )K±(x , y )+ 
a2K±(� , y) }dy ±oo oy 
+ aK±(x y) - (±){jx(�x)K-(x, x)-](�x) oy
' iy�x}. 
For this derivation we had used �2](�y)= -]yy(�y) and 
J
±
:J( �y) �2 K±(x, y )dy = -J
±
:]yyUy )K±(x , y )dy 
= -f x J U Y ) a2 K ± ( � , Y ) d Y -J x ( � x ) K ± ( x , x ) + J ( � x ) a K ±; x , Y ) . 
±oo oy y 
From ( B .1) and ( B .  2) we can obtain 
( B .  1 )  
( B .  2 )  
=q(x)](�x)( i )+(±)]Ux){ 
aK±
a�
, y) + 
aK
±;: ·
y) + d
d
x K±(x, x)}
, (B . 3) 
by which the Cauchy problems are obtained, 
a2K±(x, y) a2K±(� , y) +q(x)K±(x, y)=O, ( B . 4 a )  oy2 ax 
q(x)±2 d
d
x K±(x, x)= O. 
( B . 4 b ) 
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